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	This book is about directing diverse forces toward a unifi ed goal: the completion of a web project.
	While the goal in this case is very specifi c — a Drupal website — in many ways, it outlines successful
	steps for completing any life project, including Drupal itself.


	I started the Drupal project in my dorm room in 2001, with no expectation that it would ever
	become big outside my circle of friends. But it grew, leaving that circle to power KernelTrap.org
	(which still runs on Drupal) and then, famously, the website for Howard Dean’s 2004 presidential
	campaign. Drupal’s gone through three major updates since then, and each time the Drupal community
	learns more about how to apply project management techniques to its development.


	But, as with many projects, planning for Drupal was often ex post facto. I wrote it for a small,
	specifi c purpose: when it escaped the confi nes of my expectations, the Drupal community had to
	refactor it, sometimes ripping out large sections. Partly such changes were necessary because we
	wanted to take advantage of new web technologies, such as RDF for Drupal 7 and HTML5 for
	Drupal 8. But, sometimes they were because we didn’t have a systematic method to plan and build.


	This book provides that systematic method — but for Drupal websites. Few are the web builders
	who haven’t created a “quick and dirty” site at some point in their careers, and then regretted it
	later when they had to make changes. We know why we do it: we’re in a rush and don’t think the
	project is worth the extra time.


	However, once you learn proper planning techniques, you’ll fi nd that they don’t add time to your
	project, because they reduce the number of revisions and corrections needed later. That’s why I’m
	excited about this book. It will help people build Drupal websites the right way. And the more
	Drupal sites that are built well from the beginning, the better people will feel about Drupal overall.


	The proof that Ms. McCourt understands her subject is in your hands, for this book is an expression
	of her ability to direct diverse forces toward a unifi ed goal. I hope that it helps you harness the
	forces affecting your own Drupal website project, and look forward to seeing the results.
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The Handbook of Contemporary Clinical Hypnosis: Theory and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Covering theory and practice, The Handbook of Contemporary Clinical Hypnosis is an up-to-date, authoritative resource to support health professionals in their use of hypnosis in clinical settings.

	
		Provides an authoritative new reference for practitioners and trainees on the diverse applications of hypnosis,...
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Linux Device Drivers, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2005

	Over the years, this bestselling guide has helped countless programmers learn how to support computer peripherals under the Linux operating system, and how to develop new hardware under Linux. Now, with this third edition, it's even more helpful, covering all the significant changes to Version 2.6 of the Linux kernel. Includes...
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ADHD After DarkRoutledge, 2019

	
		This pioneering book explores the impact of ADHD on a couple’s sex life and relationship. It explains how a better sex life will benefit your relationship (and vice versa) and why that’s especially important for couples with one partner with ADHD.

	
		Grounded in innovative research, ADHD After Dark draws...
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Mike Meyers CompTIA A+ Guide: Essentials Lab Manual, Third Edition (Exam 220-701)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Practice the IT Skills Essential for Your Success

	
		70+ lab exercises challenge you to solve problems based on realistic case studies
	
		Step-by-step scenarios require you to think critically
	
		Lab analyses tests measure your understanding of lab results
	
		Key term quizzes help build...
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Jackfruit: A Bicycle Quest Through Latin AmericaBooklocker.com, 2009
Bicycling across Latin America, adventurer David Nghiem explores the depth of human intuition while investigating ancient symbols and mysteries. He surveys the effects of globalization, enduring crocodiles and gun shots as he faces his greatest challenge - surviving the journey!

I lay sweating on my back in the tent, naked, my diving...
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ZeroMQPackt Publishing, 2013

	For C developers who want a comprehensive introduction to ZeroMQ, this is the perfect tutorial. With a user-friendly approach and practical examples, it covers everything from fundamental message patterns to working with multiple sockets.


	Overview

	
		Learn fundamental message/queue design patterns

...
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